
Is TIA based on students' STAAR
scores?
Qualifying for the incentive is not automatically
based on STAAR scores. STAAR is one of the
acceptable student growth measures, but it is
the district that decides if this is the measure
to be used. The growth measure and teacher
evaluation are part of a weighted
measurement that determines eligibility.
 
As a special education teacher, I
have always thought that was unfair
because my students have
documented disabilities, don't
function on grade level and often
don't pass the state assessment. 
Regardless of the chosen measure, the
incentive is designed around growth, not the
meeting of a standard. The district has the
latitude to determine and set the expected
growth goals for individuals. Therefore, special
education teachers will have the same fair
and equitable access to the incentive as their
general ed colleagues. 

NBCT certification automatically
qualifies someone for "Recognized".
How do we accomplish "Exemplary" or
"Masters" as this is obviously the goal
since it will earn higher income?
A Recognized distinction can be attained
through two different avenues, either obtaining
National Certification or qualifying under a
locally designed and approved district plan.
Earning a distinction of Exemplary or Masters
can only be attained through a district plan.
ECISD is currently working to create and submit
a local plan for approval. 

I heard the distinctions through the
district might only be offered to some
content areas, not all contents. Is this
correct?
There have been discussions regarding long
term plans to include all teaching
assignments, but that decision has not been
made yet. In the initial rollout, it will be select
grades and content areas only.
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THESE QUESTIONS AND 
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NEWSLETTER. 
YOUR QUESTIONS ARE 
WELCOMED AND GREATLY 
APPRECIATED AS THEY HELP 
BRING CLARITY AROUND THIS 
ENDEAVOR.



Are core class teachers preferred over fine arts teachers? Are we 
even eligible as fine arts teachers?
There are two ways in which to earn a designation. One avenue is open to all 
teachers at any time and that is to obtain a National Board Certification. 
Obtaining this certificate would automatically earn a teacher a recognized 
designation under TIA. There is more information on this at 
https://www.nbpts.org/
The second way to earn a designation is to qualify under a locally designed 
district plan that has been approved by TEA. ECISD is designing a plan now 
and will submit an application in April of 2023. If approved, designations will 
begin to be awarded in 2024-25. It is a fairly lengthy process. Under our initial 
rollout, the district will include certain core courses. The long term plan is to 
increase the eligible teaching assignments in subsequent years to make this 
accessible to more teachers.
Again, all teachers have the opportunity to earn a recognized distinction if 
choosing the National Board Certification track.

I am assuming that the window that is open right now is for the 
District to submit an application, not individual teachers. Correct?
Yes, The window is for the district to apply. Teachers do not need to do 
anything at this time.

Are there funds in ECISD for teachers to pursue the National Board 
Teacher Certification exam?
The district will assist with reimbursement of approved expenses incurred to 
obtain national certification. However, there is no funding available for initial 
costs. Once you are certified, you can apply through the district for 
reimbursement of most fees. The slide deck at this QR code has more 
information.


